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The rechecking procedure of application for civil retrial refers to the procedure to 
determine whether the conditions for retrial can be met and the retrial can be made 
when the agent concerned, who refuses to accept the effective civil judgment and 
presents the legal reasons, applies to the court of jurisdiction for retrial of the original 
case. Chinese Rechecking Procedure of Civil Retrial System has its own unique 
development. Nowadays, unstandardized technique of application procedure causes 
the main issues in the civil retrial system. 
This research paper is divided into 4 chapters except the instruction and 
conclusion. 
Chapter 1 .Summary of Rechecking Procedure of Civil Retrial System 
Civil Retrial system includes two different phases, rechecking of the judgment, 
which already go into force, and hearing of retrial. Rechecking can be considered to 
be the startup of the retrial procedure. It is the magnificent improvement that the civil 
procedure law amended in 1991 grants the parties the right of application for retrial, 
even though it still includes the right of declaration. 
Chapter 2. Current analysis of the Rechecking Procedure of application for civil 
retrial  
The current undefined laws about how to recheck application for civil do not 
work well in practice. The judicial interpretation and document issued by Supreme 
Court are not able to solve the difficulties and matters of abuse of application for 
retrial. The shortcomings of the legislation, such as decision right depending on court, 
non-identified definition between declaration and retrial, verbose regulation, 
unlimited times, ambiguous reasons for Civil Rehearing, unorganized procedures, 
unclear jurisdiction, etc., lead to different ways in which respective court recheck 
application for civil retrial, resulting in impairing our clients' legal civil right and 
weakening the authority of court.  
Chapter 3. Foundations of Rechecking Procedure of application for civil retrial  
The Rechecking Procedure of application for civil retrial is established to balance 
reasonably between equity, efficiency and stability. Its existence is for the objective 














Procedure of application for civil retrial cannot be replaced by other procedure. 
Hearing of civil retrial is a component of the rechecking procedure. Retrial procedure 
is those of rechecking procedure have the same value and foundation. 
Chapter 4. Completion of the Rechecking Procedure of Rechecking Procedure of 
application for civil retrial  
Within the frame of legal, the reformations for the rights of retrial, which are 
based on the request of the Right of Action, are under way in accordance with the 
principle of maintaining Adjudged Force, ensuring the Right of Action and fitting the 
situation of our country: 
i. In order to standardize the qualification of application of retrial, specify its 
subject, restrict the time limit, times and jurisdictional court, standardize its boundary, 
set up its institution of prepay court cost. 
ii. Specify, embody and legalize the items for retrial by the means of illustrating 
the cases. 
iii. Establish strict legislation regulation 
iv. Put the case supervised by the People’s Congress into the rechecking 
procedure 
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表一：2003 年-2005 年全国法院复查案件与再审案件结案情况统计表  
（单位：件）  
类 型 2003 年 2004 年 2005 年 
复查 107171 130099 113828 
再审 52998 49394 46468 
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